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5. Broad and Narrow Interpretations

5.1. Introduction

The present chapter deals with courts’ approaches towards interpretation of the obligations created by the UNSC. Inherently, the need for interpretation leaves courts certain latitude for establishing the meaning of such obligations. When employing this latitude, courts may arrive either at a broad or a narrow understanding of what is required by the UNSC. A broad construction may be informed by a court’s emphasis on the interest of maintaining international peace and security, and a narrow construction by an emphasis on the interest of upholding as far as possible individuals’ human rights. While the former is more likely to confirm and even add to the challenges posed by the UNSC to judicial protection of international human rights, the latter may neutralize that challenge, and provide an opportunity for judicial protection. Therefore this chapter takes a somewhat intermediate position in the distinction between judicial protection’s challenges, discussed in the previous chapter, and opportunities for judicial protection, which will be discussed (further) in subsequent chapters.

The focus of this chapter is not so much on the hermeneutic process of interpretation in general. Every determination of the meaning of any text essentially includes an act of interpretation. Hence courts are engaged in interpretation throughout the whole decision-making process. The focus is rather on interpretation as a (implicit or explicit) preliminary stage in the exercise of judicial review. It concerns establishing the meaning of a measure required by a UNSC resolution, as to its content and scope. This step unavoidably precedes a court’s assessment of the lawfulness of the application of that measure to a particular situation, if such assessment is then still necessary.
The chapter will start, in section 5.2, by illustrating the inevitable latitude that courts have in interpreting obligations created by the UNSC. This will be underpinned by a brief exploration of the methods of interpretation in international law. Thereafter, the chapter will provide an analysis of relevant case law. Section 5.3 will deal with cases in which courts have emphasised the effectiveness of the implementation of a UNSC resolution. Such an approach results in a broad construction, and may articulate a potentially underlying conflict of norms, instead of avoiding it. This may have adverse consequences for the individuals concerned. After that, section 5.4 will focus on cases in which courts have entertained interpretations that have resulted in an avoidance of a conflict of norms. This created the opportunity for them to provide judicial protection, and even a measure of relief for the affected individuals. Finally, section 5.5 will draw conclusions from the present chapter’s discussion.

### 5.2. Interpretation of UNSC Resolutions by Domestic and Regional Courts

In the decentralized international legal system, states have the power of auto-interpretation of international law.¹ In principle, this power is equally present in relation to UNSC action.² States, as ‘agents of execution’, need to interpret UNSC resolutions before they can give effect to them in the domestic legal order.³ When implementing UNSC action, not only the executive but also domestic courts, as state organs, are fit to carry out this task of interpretation when engaging in a review of a domestic implementation’s lawfulness.⁴

---

¹ Tzanakopoulos Disobeying the Security Council (Oxford University Press Oxford 2011) 114.
² Ibid. 115, 117.
⁴ Tzanakopoulos ibid. See also Schermers and Blokker ibid. [1353].
It is ultimately for the judiciary to provide an interpretation of the relevant legal instruments when asked to decide on the circumstances of a specific situation.\(^5\) Since there is no universal judiciary competent to hear complaints of individuals, the specific situations – the complaints brought by affected individuals – end up before domestic and regional courts. Prior to deciding such cases, these courts need to determine what the applicable provisions mean before they can apply them to the particular circumstances of the case at hand. In relation to such a determination, courts enjoy a certain amount of latitude. This latitude is inherent in the use of language, since words are often subject to multiple meanings. Moreover, certain scope for interpretation is necessary to apply a UNSC resolution to specific circumstances, since the drafters of that resolution could never have foreseen all situations in which it would be engaged.

First, subsection 5.2.1 will illustrate the possibilities with which the need for interpretation provides to courts. After that, subsection 5.2.2 will explain the methods of interpretation. These methods confirm and demarcate the courts’ latitude for interpretation. This subsection will also contend that, while interpretation could be perceived of as a neutral exercise of textual exegesis, it often involves a matter of free will.\(^6\) Courts can, to a certain extent, within the limits set by the methods of interpretation, determine the amount of latitude for interpretation, and steer towards their preferred result. However, the UNSC Sanctions Committees also have to interpret the relevant provisions in UNSC resolutions when carrying out their task.\(^7\) Moreover, occasionally, state executives seek an interpretation by the relevant Sanctions Committee before implementing certain sanctions measures.\(^8\) Subsection 5.2.3 will explore the extent to which courts regard their room for interpretation to be limited by the

---

interpretations given by the UNSC Sanctions Committees. In other words, do courts feel bound by such interpretations when construing the meaning of a UNSC resolution?

5.2.1. Courts’ Latitude Following from the Need for Interpretation

When deciding upon a case, courts are provided with certain latitude to construe the meaning of an obligation created by the UNSC. The extent of the latitude, in principle, depends on the kind of language used in the resolution. Specific terminology will result in less room for interpretation than open-ended and undefined words and phrases. The use of the latter may be done with the intention of giving states a certain scope for the implementation of the resolution, but equally (or even more often) it has merely been necessary to reach agreement within the highly politicised UNSC.⁹

Hence courts have to establish what they consider to be the scope and content of the obligations created by the UNSC. When a court entertains a broad construction, it accepts that the implementation of a resolution affects a larger group of individuals, or causes a deeper infringement of affected individuals’ human rights than under a narrow construction. Such an approach will further articulate a potentially underlying conflict of norms, instead of seeking to harmonize the diverging norms involved. A broad construction of the obligations created by the UNSC could be the result of a court attributing, implicitly or explicitly, special importance to the need for ensuring the effective operation of the UNSC, which it may regard as necessary for the maintenance of international peace and security.

The latitude inherent in interpretation equally provides courts with an opportunity to opt for a narrow interpretation. A court may, for example, establish that a particular individual was not meant to be within the scope of the impugned measures, or that the measures taken by the national authorities were

⁹ Scharf and Dorosin ibid. 812. See also Wood, who notes that ‘[i]t is, of course, only possible to use clear language when the policy is clear.’ Wood 1998 (n 7) 82.
not intended by the UNSC. From the perspective of an affected individual seeking judicial protection of his human rights, such an approach creates an opportunity thereto, and may even constitute an effective means to obtain relief. A potential conflict between a state’s obligation under a UNSC resolution and an obligation stemming from international human rights law is avoided. As a result, the court does not have to decide on such conflict and creates an opportunity to secure judicial protection of human rights, since it regards there to be no longer a contrary obligation upon the state under the UN Charter.

The latitude courts have in interpreting a UNSC resolution needs to be distinguished from the notion of scope of discretion, as was discussed in chapter 2.2.2. The research uses scope of discretion as a tool to assess which resolutions are relevant for the research. The research deals only with those aspects of obligations created by the UNSC that leave states no scope of discretion as regards their implementation. When a UNSC resolution leaves states a large scope of discretion, the connection between the adversely affected individual and the UNSC decision would be more tenuous. Any impugned action would then not be required by the UNSC, but would be taken on the initiative of the state itself. There would be no international obligation upon states under the UN Charter for the impugned action, and thus also the prevailing effect pursuant to article 103 of the UN Charter would not be engaged. Hence, there would be no link between the potential infringements of individuals’ human rights and a decision by the UNSC. Therefore, provisions in UNSC resolutions that leave states a large scope of discretion are less relevant for the research.

It should be noted, however, that the determination of whether a resolution leaves states a scope of discretion for the implementation is also subject to interpretation. As was mentioned earlier, the need for interpretation can never be fully excluded. Indeed, courts have been debating whether a particular provision of a resolution did or did not leave a scope of discretion. The General Court, for
example, did not agree with the Court of Justice’s finding in the *Kadi I* case that targeted sanctions left states such scope as regards their implementation.10

Yet whatever interpretation a court entertains, it cannot unilaterally release the state from its international obligations by means of interpretation.11 Whether a court’s interpretation is correct from the perspective of international law is a different matter. Its interpretation could very well constitute a violation of any of the international obligations at issue. The present chapter is not concerned with this aspect of interpretation of international obligations. Its focus is on the effect of different approaches towards interpretation for the domestic application of UNSC measures to certain individuals. In a similar vein, the effect of a particular interpretation remains within the that legal order. For example, an individual who through a particular interpretation is released from the domestic implementation of UNSC targeted sanctions will remain on the UNSC blacklist. Hence courts could provide such individuals, at most, with effective, but limited, relief.

In addition to interpreting the meaning of the relevant provisions, courts have to assess the facts of a case as well, before being able to give a judgment. They need to determine which facts are judicially relevant, and how these facts should be qualified from a legal perspective. Similar to the exercise of interpretation, this provides courts with some latitude in applying the requirements stemming from a UNSC resolution to a particular instance. Essentially, qualification of the facts could be seen as a mirror image of interpretation. While interpretation concerns the construction of the general meaning of a provision, qualification of the facts concerns the determination of the judicial relevance of particular circumstances under that provision. The difference with interpretation is that that

---


11 Tzanakopoulos 2011 (n 1) 116.
assessment engages the meaning of the underlying UNSC resolution. Therefore, it is that exercise that is the most relevant for the research. Still, it also needs to be acknowledged that qualification of the facts provides courts with certain latitude with which they might be able to release the affected individual from the application of the implementation of a UNSC resolution. Moreover, in practice, both exercises could be difficult to distinguish. The latitude employed by courts in some of the presently discussed cases could be analysed from the perspective of a qualification of the facts as well.

5.2.2. Methods of Interpretation of UNSC Resolutions

Methods of interpretation guide courts in construing the meaning of a text. By these means, courts can arrive at a range of different interpretations. At the same time, these methods also demarcate the boundaries of what could be the outcome of their interpretation. By limiting the ways in which a text can be construed, they function as a natural limitation to what could be read in a text. However, it cannot simply be said that courts are bound by certain methods of interpretation. These methods are means for assisting the interpretative process. They do not constitute a set of rules. The present subsection will discuss different methods for interpreting UNSC resolutions. Its primary aim is to examine the opportunities and the scope left by the different methods for courts to insert their own preferences in the construction of a resolution’s meaning.

---

12 In practice, many courts have a tendency to apply their domestic concepts and methods when interpreting international treaties. See C Schreuer ‘The Interpretation of Treaties by Domestic Courts’ (1971) 45 British Yearbook of International Law 255, 264.

There are no international guidelines specifically tailored to the interpretation of UNSC resolutions. Nor are there many academic writings that could provide useful guidance in such interpretation. Some scholars argue that insight might be drawn from the ICJ’s *Namibia* Advisory Opinion. That opinion, however, does not contain a general instruction on how resolutions should be interpreted. The ICJ merely considered whether a particular UNSC resolution had binding effect. Moreover, the only instruction that could be usefully employed in practice is that the Court held that regard must be had to the terms of the resolution. Hence any practical guidance on the interpretation of UNSC resolutions needs to be found elsewhere.

An analogy could best be made with the general rule on the interpretation of treaties as laid down in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT). This general rule states that the meaning of a treaty shall be construed in *good faith*, and in accordance with the *ordinary meaning to be given to its terms in their context and in light of its object and purpose*. Despite important differences between treaties and UNSC resolutions, it seems uncontroversial to

---


16 The other elements are: the discussion leading to it; the Charter provisions invoked; and all circumstances that might assist in determining the legal consequences of the resolution. *Namibia* ibid. [114]. However, the UNSC does not usually keep a public record of resolutions’ negotiating history. Wood ibid. 81. In addition, the UNSC does not often refer to specific articles in the UN Charter, apart from a more general referral to a particular chapter. Finally, the last ‘all circumstances’ element is rather broadly defined and, therewith, impracticable for guiding any interpretation.


18 VCLT ibid. article 31 (1).
use the elements arising from this general rule as a starting point for the interpretation of UNSC resolutions, with due attention to the latter’s particularities.\(^{19}\)

Therefore the present discussion will be guided by relevant elements from the VCLT.\(^{20}\) What has to be noted, first, is that the VCLT attaches primary importance to the method of literal or textual interpretation. The ILC holds that interpretation is not an investigation \textit{ab initio} into the intentions of the parties, but merely the elucidation of the meaning of the text.\(^{21}\) The text must be regarded as reflecting the intentions of the parties.\(^{22}\) At first sight, the emphasis on the literal meaning of a text seems to leave little scope for courts to employ the latitude left for interpretation as they deem fit. However, the language used in UNSC resolutions often remains ambiguous. In part this is due to the attempt to reach unanimity within the UNSC. In addition, these resolutions are usually drafted in a highly politicised context, and regularly under considerable time pressure.\(^{23}\) It is difficult to unequivocally establish the ordinary meaning of inherently ambiguous terminology. Accordingly, in interpreting UNSC resolutions a literal interpretation does not always provide clear guidance in determining what the UNSC intended to express. Most often, the only intention was merely to reach and express agreement on a particular issue.

Moreover, a literal interpretation of the different language versions of a UNSC resolution could lead to different results.\(^{24}\) While most drafts for UNSC

\(^{19}\) See Frowein 1999 (n 14) 99.
\(^{20}\) The present section does not consider the role of the supplementary means of interpretation in article 32 VCLT (n 17). These supplementary means may also not be as useful in the interpretation of UNSC resolutions, since the preparatory works of UNSC resolutions and the circumstances of their conclusion are usually not publicly known. See also supra footnote 16.
\(^{21}\) ILC Report 1966 (n 13) 220.
\(^{22}\) Ibid.
\(^{23}\) Wood 1998 (n 7) 82.
\(^{24}\) See, for example, Case C-340/08 \textit{M and Others v HM Treasury} [2010] ECR I-03913 [45]-[49].
resolutions will have begun in English only,\(^\text{25}\) the eventual resolution will be enacted in the UN’s six equally authentic language versions. The VCLT states that in a situation of a divergence of the authentic texts, the meaning which best reconciles the texts, having regard to the object and purpose, shall be adopted.\(^\text{26}\) Hence additional methods may need to be employed in order to clarify the instrument’s meaning.

Another method is interpretation of a provision in the context of the instrument. In respect of treaty interpretation, the context may be found in the preamble and annexes to the text of the treaty.\(^\text{27}\) This seems to be equally applicable in regard to UNSC resolutions.\(^\text{28}\) In addition, a particular resolution is often part of a sequence of resolutions on the same topic. Moreover, UNSC resolutions are not mere separate agreements between states, but decisions of an organ acting on the basis of a constituent treaty.\(^\text{29}\) Therefore UNSC resolutions cannot be interpreted in isolation from other relevant resolutions and the UN Charter.

Two consecutive judicial decisions in the *Al-Jedda* case evidence how interpretation in the context of the UN Charter could lead to totally different results. In that case, the House of Lords first construed a broad understanding of the obligations created by a UNSC resolution in the context of the UN’s

\(^\text{25}\) Wood 1998 (n 7) 81. He adds that also ‘the negotiations, including informal consultations of the whole, will have concentrated on the English language text.’

\(^\text{26}\) VCLT (n 17) article 33 (4). Cf., ILC Report 1966 (n 13) 224-225.

\(^\text{27}\) The second paragraph of article 31 VCLT (n 17) explicates further what is meant by the context for the purpose of interpretation of a treaty. The third paragraph of the article mentions other elements that shall be taken into account together with the context. This comprises: subsequent agreements; subsequent practice; and relevant rules of international law. Article 31 (2): ‘The context for the purpose of the interpretation of a treaty shall comprise, in addition to the text, including its preamble and annexes: (a) any agreement relating to the treaty which was made between all the parties in connection with the conclusion of the treaty; (b) any instrument which was made by one or more parties in connection with the conclusion of the treaty and accepted by the other parties as an instrument related to the treaty.’

\(^\text{28}\) The ECtHR, for example, referred to the relevant resolution’s preamble when assessing its presumption of compliance: see *infra* subsection 5.4.2.

\(^\text{29}\) See Wood 1998 (n 7) 85-86.
collective security mechanism. Conversely, the ECtHR, when later deciding upon the same case, referred to the purposes and principles of the UN as laid down in the UN Charter to construe a narrow scope of the obligations created by the UNSC. These cases will be discussed extensively in subsequent sections.

The VCLT also mentions other contextual elements and ‘elements that shall be taken into account together with the context’. It is conceivable that courts include such contextual elements as ‘subsequent practice’ or ‘relevant rules of international law’ in the interpretation of a resolution. With regard to the latter element, it is argued by some scholars that courts should interpret UNSC resolutions as to the effect that, if not stated otherwise, it was not the intention of the UNSC to deviate from relevant rules of international law, such as human rights norms. This appears to be a powerful tool for creating an opportunity for judicial protection of international human rights.

An especially interesting method for the present research is interpretation in the light of an instrument’s object and purpose, which is a reflection of the method of teleological interpretation. Its effect is very much restricted in the VCLT by it being linked to the ordinary meaning of the terms in their context. As was already mentioned, according to the ILC, in finding the parties’ intention a close link must be maintained with the text of the instrument, which is presumed to be the authentic expression of the intentions of the parties. The fear was that a too liberal teleological method might result in a subjective and self-interested...
Still, this method seems to leave substantial latitude for courts to insert their own preferences in the construction of a UNSC resolution’s meaning.

The principle of effectiveness, which could be regarded as a sub-category of the teleological method, especially appears to provide courts with significant scope in arriving at a particular interpretation. The ILC holds in respect of this principle that ‘good faith’ and ‘object and purpose’ demand that in the case of two possible interpretations, the one that enables the treaty to have appropriate effects should be adopted. It is difficult, however, to make a neutral assessment of what exactly are the appropriate effects of a particular UNSC resolution. What makes a norm effective can be established only if it is clear what the norm is intended to achieve. The principle of effectiveness leads the interpreter into a vicious circle. He can assess what an effective application of a norm requires only if he knows what the norm means, but if that meaning is determined by what makes the norm effective then a norm’s meaning is a norm’s meaning.

What actually happens when the method of effective interpretation is used is that the interpreter smuggles the meaning in through the backdoor. In that way the result of the interpretation might be influenced by external values, such as the interpreter’s own moral-political views. These provide the additional information by which the vicious circle is avoided.

---

37 Schreuer 1971 (n 12) 279.
38 See ‘Effectiveness (effet utile)’ in Herdegen 2010 (n 34) [30]. The principle of effectiveness is also an important interpretative tool for the ECtHR in its interpretation of the Convention. The Court distilled this principle from the Convention’s object and purpose. R White and C Ovey The European Convention on Human Rights 5th edn (Oxford University Press Oxford 2010) 73.
39 The ILC commentary makes clear that ‘the maxim does not call for an “extensive” or “liberal” interpretation in the sense of an interpretation going beyond what is expressed or necessarily to be implied in the terms of the treaty.’ ILC Report 1966 (n 13) 219 [6].
40 J Kammerhofer 2009 (n 13) 1285. See similarly Schreuer in respect of the application of a teleological method in the interpretation of treaties. He holds: ‘[T]his method starts off with what can only be the result of the whole exercise.’ Schreuer 1971 (n 12) 282.
41 Kammerhofer ibid.
42 Ibid.
Accordingly, the teleological method provides a means by which courts can insert their own value system into their decision. These values may reflect their own preferences on how in a specific case the conflicting interests of international peace and security and the protection of individuals’ human rights ought to be balanced. This then has an important impact on the interpretation and application of the international legal rules concerned. By approaching a conflict of norms from the perspective of achieving the aim of the impugned UNSC resolution instead of from the objective of the thereby potentially conflicting individual’s human right, courts give preferential treatment to the interest underlying the former.

In this way the teleological interpretation (especially in its guise of the principle of effectiveness) may function as a vehicle for promoting the value of international peace and security. It could lead to a construction of the meaning of a UNSC resolution that is as broad as possible. Conversely, courts could equally consider, for example, that an adverse effect on an innocent third party could not have been the object or purpose of a certain UNSC resolution. Such an approach would lead to a narrow construction. Both diverging approaches, which follow from the same method of interpretation, will be evidenced in the analysis of case law in the subsequent sections.

The present discussion illustrates that the result of a certain interpretation does not inevitably follow from the words of a text. Rather, most often it concerns giving meaning to a text. In this sense, interpretation never leads to a single correct result, but always to different possible results. This means that courts have certain latitude as to the determination of the meaning of a UNSC

---

46 Kelsen 1992 (n 6) 81.
resolution and its domestic implementation. Hence, it is ‘a function of will’ to arrive at a particular interpretation of the meaning of a resolution leading to a certain scope of application of that resolution. As a consequence, the ostensibly neutral exercise of mere interpretation might come down, in practice, to a value loaded choice between several ‘right’ options. This gives a profile to courts’ decisions on interpretation that is relevant for the research’s analysis of how domestic and regional courts deal with (potential) conflicts of norms.

5.2.3. The Role of the Interpretations by the UNSC Sanctions Committees

The UNSC, as the body enacting the resolutions, is the sole institution able to provide an authentic interpretation of these resolutions. Occasionally it issues such interpretations in the shape of a subsequent resolution. Thus it is difficult to make a clear distinction between interpretation and amendment. Accordingly, for courts the normative relevance of authentic interpretations given by the UNSC is the same as that of the original resolution. In addition, the UNSC can establish institutions competent to give authoritative interpretations.

Usually Sanctions Committees are not explicitly granted such power in relation to their respective sanction regimes. However, many states address questions on the interpretation of particular provisions of a sanction regime to the committee

47 See ibid. 83.
48 See ibid. 80.
49 Jaworzina (Poland v Czechoslovakia) [1923] PCIJ Rep Series B No 8, 37. Other UN organs, such as the GA or the ICJ, may have to interpret UNSC resolutions in order to carry out their functions. These interpretations are not ‘authentic’ but may still be ‘highly persuasive’. Wood 1998 (n 7) 82 and 85. Cf., Orakhelashvili 2008 (n 43) 514.
50 See for examples: Wood ibid. 83-84.
51 Ibid. 84; Orakhelashvili 2008 (n 43) 515.
52 Orakhelashvili ibid.
53 For example, even the highly active Sanctions Committees on Iraq and Yugoslavia, which were addressed by states with many questions of interpretation, were not explicitly given authority to issue such interpretations. See P Conlon 'Lessons From Iraq: The Functions of the Iraq Sanctions Committee as a Source of Sanctions implementation Authority and Practice' (1995) 35 Virginia Journal of International Law 633, 636; and Scharf and Dorosin 1993 (n 8) 774.
concerned. This subsection examines whether courts regard the latitude they have towards interpretation to be limited by an interpretation given by a Sanctions Committee. In other words, do they feel bound to follow such interpretations?

From case law it appears that this question has to be answered in the negative. An illustration thereof can be found in the Dutch Crna Gora case. Relevant for the present discussion is that the Dutch District Court’s interpretation of the impugned sanctions regime deviated from the interpretation given by the relevant Sanctions Committee. The Court had to decide in an interim injunction procedure whether the unloaded cargo of a targeted ship had to be sanctioned by impoundment. The relevant Sanctions Committee had already, upon request of the Dutch government, answered in the affirmative.

However, the District Court considered the Sanctions Committee to have the power of recommendation only. It determined that the unloaded cargo had to be regarded as neutral and distinct from the targeted ship. Therefore it did not find any legal basis on which the coal could be kept to be impounded. As a consequence, the Dutch government had to release the coal. The government acted in accordance with the Court’s order. Still, it considered the Court’s decision to be wrong and found it to constitute a breach of its international obligations. After the decision it became clear that the Sanctions Committee had already, before the Court issued its judgment, changed its view, and also

---

54 See Scharf and Dorosin ibid. 773. According to Conlon these states regard the Committees’ responses to be binding. Conlon ibid. 653.
55 Note that the present discussion does not concern Sanctions Committees’ competence to designate individuals in the context of targeted sanctions. The latter is a task explicitly delegated by the UNSC to the relevant committees. The legal nature of these decisions was discussed in chapter 2.3.3.
56 Zeta Ocean Shipping v Intercor, and The Netherlands (Crna Gora III) [1993] Schip en Schade (SES) 1993/113. This case will be discussed further in infra subsection 5.4.3.
57 Ibid. [4.3].
58 Ibid. [6.4].
59 Ibid. [6.5].
established that the coal could be released. This position, however, was not communicated to the Dutch government, or to the Court, until after the judgment.  

Another rejection by a court of an allegedly obliging nature of Sanctions Committees’ interpretations can be found in the Irish High Court’s decision in the *Bosphorus* case. In that case, the executing state (Ireland) had to determine whether a particular aircraft, which was at Dublin airport for service maintenance, fell within the meaning of the economic sanctions imposed by the UNSC against the FRY. The Irish authorities, upon a communication by the Sanctions Committee, determined that the aircraft fell within the meaning of the sanctions regime and decided to impound it. The High Court, however, felt that the unexplained conclusion of the Sanctions Committee was not of any value to it in the deciding upon the case.

Similarly, the Advocate General (AG), in a preliminary ruling in the same case before the Court of Justice, did not consider the Sanctions Committee’s interpretations to be binding in that particular instance. He considered only that due regard must be given to the opinion of the Committee and that its views must carry considerable weight. However, it seemed to him questionable whether the Committee’s opinion could be regarded as binding, since the relevant provisions of the resolutions did not provide for such effect. Moreover, he found the opinion expressed by the Committee to be of little assistance because it contained little or no reasoning. Accordingly, the opinions of the Sanctions

---

61 Ibid. 366.
64 *Bosphorus* (IRL, first instance) (n 62) [13].
65 Case C-84/95 *Opinion of Advocate General Jacobs on the Bosphorus case* [1996] ECR I-3956.
66 Ibid. [46].
67 Ibid.
68 Ibid.
Committee could be considered as authoritative, but are held to be binding only if provided by the relevant UNSC resolution.\textsuperscript{69}

Occasionally Sanctions Committees have been explicitly granted the power of approval of exemptions from sanction measures.\textsuperscript{70} But even then courts have not always accepted that power. The UK authorities, for example, referred to such power in the \textit{Othman} case before the High Court, concerning the implementation of targeted sanctions.\textsuperscript{71} They argued that the 1267 Sanctions Committee had the exclusive power to take decisions on exemptions to the implementation of the targeted sanctions.\textsuperscript{72} This was also what the European implementation of that sanctions regime held.\textsuperscript{73} The Court, however, denied this special role when it found it ‘quite absurd to think that that sort of matter would have to be determined by the United Nations through the Taliban Sanctions Committee.'\textsuperscript{74}

An instance in which a court did find a Sanctions Committee’s determination, at least, legally relevant was the \textit{Centro-Com} case before the UK Court of Justice.\textsuperscript{75} The case concerned the implementation of general economic sanctions against the FRY.\textsuperscript{76} Under this sanctions regime states had to prevent the sale from their territories of any products to any person in the FRY, except for products intended

\textsuperscript{69} See Wood 1998 (n 7) 84.
\textsuperscript{70} See chapter 2.3.3.
\textsuperscript{71} \textit{The Queen (on the Application of Othman) v Secretary of State for Work and Pensions} [2001] EWHC 1022 (Admin) 2001 WL 1422967.
\textsuperscript{72} Ibid. [47].
\textsuperscript{73} Council Regulation No 467/2001, as amended by Regulation No 2062/2001 [2.3]. Ibid. [29].
\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Othman} ibid. [61]. The High Court did not mention the fact that indeed no provision in the UNSC resolution concerned required such approval. However, that was because at that moment no possibility for an exemption, relevant to the situation at hand, was yet provided for. Provisions on exemptions for basic expenses, and extraordinary expenses, were only inserted later in UNSC Res 1452 (20 December 2002) UN Doc S/Res/1452, respectively [1a] and [1b]. Exemptions in regard to the latter were made subject to the Committee’s approval, while the former required mere notification to the Committee by the state granting such exemption. Ibid. [3b].
\textsuperscript{75} Case C-124/95 \textit{The Queen, ex parte Centro-Com Srl v HM Treasury and Bank of England} [1997] ECR-00081.
\textsuperscript{76} UNSC Res 757 (30 May 1992) UN Doc S/Res/757.
strictly for medical purposes.\textsuperscript{77} To ensure the effective implementation of the sanctions, the United Kingdom permitted payment for products which were classified as being for strictly medical purposes only if the export of those goods took place from the United Kingdom itself.\textsuperscript{78} It did this to enable UK authorities to exercise effective control over products exported to the FRY, so as to ensure that they actually qualified under the humanitarian exemption.\textsuperscript{79} As a consequence, it also prohibited payment for products that were classified earlier by the Sanctions Committee as to fall within the exemption to the economic sanctions, but which were not exported from the United Kingdom.

In this context the Court of Justice attributed decisive importance to the determination by the Sanctions Committee. However, in contrast to what the situation would have been in the earlier discussed cases, the acceptance of the Committee’s determination in that case was beneficial for the party affected by the sanctions. The Court found that when the products were classified by the Sanctions Committee to be strictly for medical purposes, the United Kingdom was not allowed to prohibit payments for these goods.\textsuperscript{80} Interestingly, under a literal reading of the relevant UNSC resolution, the Sanctions Committee only needed to be notified of the sale of such goods: the provision at issue does not require the Committee’s approval.\textsuperscript{81}

From the above-discussed cases it appears that most of these courts did not find themselves bound to follow the interpretations given by the Sanctions Committees. Hence the ability to employ the interpretation that they deemed fit does not seem to have been limited in this way.\textsuperscript{82}

\textsuperscript{77} Ibid. [4].  
\textsuperscript{78} Centro-Com (n 75) [15].  
\textsuperscript{79} Ibid. [16].  
\textsuperscript{80} Ibid. [53].  
\textsuperscript{81} UNSC Res 757 (30 May 1992) UN Doc S/Res/757 [4c]. Moreover, paragraph 5 on making available any funds or economic resources did not grant a role to the Sanctions Committee at all. Approval by the Sanctions Committee was required, however, under paragraph 7.  
\textsuperscript{82} For a critical analysis of a rejection by a court of an authoritative interpretation by an international body see Orakhelashvili 2008 (n 43) 524.
5.3. Emphasis on the Interest of Maintaining International Peace and Security

Subsection 5.2.2 explained the role that the concern for maintaining international peace and security could play in a court’s construction of the meaning of a UNSC resolution. Adherence to this interest may prompt a court to rely on the principle of effectiveness, and it may influence the result of the application of that principle in the interpretation of a resolution. Which interpretation makes a resolution effective then depends on which interpretation most supports the maintenance of international peace and security. A court’s inclination towards endorsing this interest most likely leads to a broad interpretation of the relevant UNSC resolution. The result of such an approach will be that a court confirms the challenge to judicial protection, and possibly even adds to it. It does not use the room inherent in interpretation to afford the affected individuals a measure of relief. As a consequence, that court is subsequently required to engage in an assessment of the lawfulness of the domestic implementing measures. Instead of avoiding a conflict of norms, it then, through the process of interpretation, contributes to a clear articulation of such conflict.

An example thereof can be found in the House of Lords’ decision in the Al-Jedda case, which concerned an individual interned by UK forces operating in Iraq under authorization of the UNSC. The House of Lords might have had the opportunity to entertain a narrower interpretation of what was required under the UN Charter than it did. However, it did not opt for an interpretation that would harmonize the diverging obligations involved. As a result, it was required, eventually, to solve a conflict between an obligation under the UN Charter and an obligation under the ECHR. How it solved this conflict was discussed

---

83 Cf., ibid. 180 et seqq.
84 See Al-Jedda (UKHL) (n 30).
85 Mr Al-Jedda, the interned individual, complained of a violation of his right to liberty and security. (European) Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (adopted 4 November 1950, entered into force 3 September 1953) 213 UNTS 221; CETS 5 (ECHR) article 5 (1).
earlier: the present discussion focuses on the House of Lords’ approach towards the interpretation of the obligation created by the UNSC.

An important issue in this interpretation was whether the UNSC established an obligation to intern Mr Al-Jedda upon the United Kingdom. The answer to that question determined whether article 103 of the UN Charter was applicable to the situation at hand, since this provision provides that in the case of conflict, obligations under the UN Charter prevail over obligations under any other international agreement. However, it could be argued that the relevant resolution did not require, but merely authorised, the UK to intern Mr Al-Jedda. If that argument were to be accepted there would be no conflict of obligations, and article 103 would not be engaged.

Yet Lord Bingham, writing the leading opinion, brought forward three main reasons why he thought the United Kingdom was under an obligation to arrest that particular person, and why article 103 of the UN Charter was applicable to the present situation. The first reason was that the UNSC intended to continue, after the ending of the formal occupation, the security regime as it pre-existed under the law of occupation. This security regime entailed, according to Lord Bingham, that if UK forces considered it necessary for the safety of the public or the occupying power to detain a certain individual, then that generated an obligation to do so. He applied the relevant provisions of the Fourth Geneva Convention by analogy to the present situation, despite the fact that Mr Al-Jedda, as a UK citizen, was not a protected person under that Convention. Hence such an analogy might not necessarily have been appropriate.

86 See chapter 4.4.2.1.
87 Charter of the United Nations (adopted 26 June 1945, entered into force 24 October 1945) 892 UNTS 119 (UN Charter) article 103 (emphasis added).
88 Al-Jedda (UKHL) (n 30) [30].
89 Ibid. [32]. According to Lord Bingham, the security regime was based on article 43 of the Hague Regulations 1907 and articles 41, 42 and 78 of the Fourth Geneva Convention.
90 Ibid. [32]. See also Lord Brown of Eaton-under-Heywood at ibid. [152].
91 See ibid. [32]. See also Baroness Hale at ibid. [128], and F Messineo ‘The House of Lords in Al-Jedda and Public International Law: Attribution of Conduct to UN-Authorized Forces
The second reason reflected, in the words of Lord Bingham, a purposive interpretation of article 103 of the UN Charter. He considered that because the UNSC does not have its own troops at its disposal, it can do no other than authorise member states to take action. To ensure an effective operation of the UNSC, the authorising language should be read as obligatory, according to Lord Bingham. This evidences a teleological interpretation resulting in a broad construction of the obligations concerned. In a similar vein, the third reason was that because of the importance of maintaining international peace and security, article 103 of the UN Charter should not be read in a narrow contract-based meaning. Lord Bingham concluded his explanation on the scope of the obligation upon the United Kingdom by considering that he did not regard the UK to have been under a specific obligation to detain Mr Al-Jedda in particular. But he thought there was a general obligation to detain individuals where this would be necessary for imperative reasons of security.

As was explained earlier, to read the UNSC’s authorizations for military action as obligatory is in itself uncontroversial. The system of authorizations is regarded as a necessary substitute for direct action by the UNSC. That does not necessarily entail, however, that all authorizing language automatically establishes an obligation. Yet the House of Lords took that perspective and did not consider whether the authorizing language at issue indeed intended to


\[92 \text{Al-Jedda } \text{ibid. [33].}\]

\[93 \text{Ibid. [33].}\]

\[94 \text{Ibid. [34].}\]

\[95 \text{Ibid. But see ibid. [39], and to the same effect Lord Carswell in ibid [136]. See also Messineo 2009 (n 91) 49.}\]


\[97 \text{Frowein and Krisch ibid. 729.}\]

\[98 \text{Cf. R Kolb, 'Does Article 103 of the Charter of the United Nations Apply Only to Decisions or Also to Authorizations Adopted by the Security Council?' (2004) 64 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 21, 33.}\]
establish an obligation. In contrast, the ECtHR regarded the authorization to intern individuals, which was only mentioned in a letter annexed to the resolution, as merely one of several options to maintain the security and stability in Iraq.\(^99\) According to the ECtHR, the UNSC left it for states within the MNF to choose the means by which that aim could be achieved.\(^100\)

The consequence of the House of Lords’ interpretation was that it made the conflict of norms stand out in sharp relief. Hence it was subsequently compelled to rule on the relationship between an obligation created by a UNSC resolution and an obligation stemming from an international human rights treaty. This high-profile decision on principle left it little latitude for an inconspicuous alleviation of the limitation of the affected individual’s human rights. A clear ruling on the conflict of norms most likely results in an unfavourable outcome for the protection of an individual’s international human rights, because article 103 of the UN Charter will be engaged. This was eventually also illustrated by the House of Lords’ decision in this case, which was (therefore) discussed in the previous chapter.\(^101\) Presumably this is exactly what the ECtHR, in its subsequent decision in the *Al-Jedda* case, sought to avoid by using the interpretative technique of a presumption of compliance.\(^102\)

Also the Court of Justice, in several cases concerning the implementation of the UNSC’s sanction measures in the EU, has emphasized the importance of an effective implementation of UNSC resolutions, which has resulted in rather broad interpretations as well.\(^103\) For example in its preliminary ruling in the *Bosphorus* case, it justified a broad construction by referring to the purpose of

\(^{99}\) *Nada v Switzerland* [2012] ECHR 1691 [105].
\(^{100}\) Ibid.
\(^{101}\) See chapter 4.4.2.1.
\(^{102}\) See infra subsection 5.4.2. See also Milanovic 2009 (n 96) 86.
\(^{103}\) An example of a case in which the Court of Justice did not explicitly emphasise the importance of maintaining international peace and security, but in which its broad construction of the sanctions regime illustrates an inclination towards that interest, can be found in the Court’s preliminary ruling in the *Ebony Maritime* case. Case C-177/95 *Ebony Maritime SA and Loten Navigation Co. Ltd v Prefetto della Provincia di Brindisi and others* [1997] ECR I-01111.
the sanction measures and the need for their effective implementation. This ruling concerned the Turkish company Bosphorus, which was an (arguably) innocent party affected by the implementation of UNSC sanctions against the FRY. ¹⁰⁴

The Irish authorities, with the aim of implementing the sanctions against the FRY, had impounded an aircraft owned by Yugoslav Airlines (JAT) – which was an undertaking ‘in or operating from the Former Republic of Yugoslavia’. ¹⁰⁵ A complicating factor was that at the time the aircraft was leased and operated by the Turkish company Bosphorus. The impoundment caused that company to bear drastic financial losses. ¹⁰⁶ Several courts deciding upon the case dealt with the central issue of the interpretation of the resolution’s wording ‘majority or controlling interest’, which was used in the UNSC resolution and copied into the EU Regulation. ¹⁰⁷ The Irish High Court arrived at a narrow construction of the resolution’s meaning on the basis of a teleological method of interpretation. ¹⁰⁸ Eventually the Irish Supreme Court requested a preliminary ruling.

AG Jacobs, in his opinion to the case before the Court of Justice, explicitly rejected the High Court’s method of interpretation in respect of the UNSC resolution. He held that, in this particular instance, the method of literal interpretation carried more weight, since at issue was not the intention of the EU, which implemented the sanction measures, but the purpose of the UNSC. ¹⁰⁹ The AG found it hazardous to attempt to determine the exact purposes of the UNSC’s decision. ¹¹⁰ Still, this seems to be exactly what he eventually did. He held that the object of the sanctions could be to deprive the Yugoslav company of even

¹⁰⁴ See Bosphorus Hava Yollari Turizm ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi v Ireland [2005] 42 EHRR 1 [102].
¹⁰⁶ It would, according to Bosphorus, even destroy and obliterate the company. See Opinion of Advocate General Jacobs (n 65) [54].
¹⁰⁷ UNSC Res 820 (1993) (n 63) [24], and Council Regulation No 990/93 (n 105) article 8.
¹⁰⁸ This decision will be discussed in infra subsection 5.4.3.
¹⁰⁹ Opinion of Advocate General Jacobs (n 65) [40].
¹¹⁰ Ibid. [41].
indirect benefits such as the continued maintenance and insurance of the aircraft. He added that as long as it remains in operation there is always the possibility of it unexpectedly changing course back towards the FRY. Moreover, he saw the risk of a termination of the lease contract before its expiry and the subsequent return of the aircraft to its owner. Hence, in contrast to the Irish High Court, the AG argued for a broad construction of the sanctions regime and determined that the resolution did cover the leased aircraft.

Subsequently, the Court of Justice also engaged in an assessment of the UNSC resolution’s objective without reservation. It held that, because the EU regulation concerns an implementation of UNSC sanctions, it is necessary, when assessing the scope of that regulation, to take account of the text and the aim of the underlying UNSC resolution. The Court of Justice did not explicitly apply the extensive teleological arguments of the AG, but arrived at the same conclusion. It held that the impoundment of the aircraft was consistent with the aim of the sanctions, since it put pressure on the FRY by restricting the exercise by the FRY and its nationals of their property rights. Such an approach inevitably results in a broader application of the measures than if the Court had considered whether not applying the sanctions would be inconsistent with the sanctions regime.

In addition, the Court found that the literal interpretation of the word ‘interest’ did not exclude ownership as a determining criterion for the impoundment. Moreover, that word was used in conjunction with the word ‘majority’, which according to the Court clearly implied the concept of ownership. However, it appears to be quite obvious that the sanctions were intended to be applied to the

111 Ibid. [39].
112 Ibid. [42].
113 Ibid.
114 These arguments are also referred to in chapter 7.2.1.1 as potential arguments for the Court to reject Bosphorus’ suggestion of there being a less restrictive alternative available.
116 Ibid. [17].
117 Ibid. [15].
118 Ibid.
owners residing in the FRY. The issue in the present case was, rather, whether the sanctions should be applied even though a party other than the owner, which was not residing in the FRY, would be severely affected.

Furthermore, the Court added in the same vein that using day-to-day operation and control, rather than ownership, as the decisive criterion for applying the measures would endanger the effectiveness of the strengthening of the sanctions.\footnote{Ibid. [18].} It would allow, according to the Court, the FRY or its nationals to evade application of those sanctions.\footnote{Ibid.} Accordingly, the Court of Justice explicitly acknowledged the importance it attached to an effective implementation of the sanctions regime in the construction of the meaning of that regime.

The Court of Justice continued its practice of emphasizing the importance of effective implementation of UNSC sanctions in its preliminary ruling in the Möllendorf case.\footnote{Case C-177/06 Möllendorf and Möllendorf-Niehuus [2007] ECR I-08361.} This case concerned a family which had sold immovable property to a group of people amongst whom a man who was targeted by the UNSC 1267 sanction regime. This meant that that individual’s assets had to be frozen, and that it was prohibited to make available to him any economic resources.\footnote{UNSC Res 1267 (15 October 1999) UN Doc S/Res/1267, UNSC Res 1333 (19 December 2000) UN Doc S/Res/1333 and UNSC Res 1390 (28 January 2002) UN Doc S/Res/1390. The last one is implemented in the EU by Common Position 2002/402/CFSP and Regulation No 881/2002.} The blacklisting happened after the sale agreement was concluded but before that agreement was registered in the Land Register. This latter formal act is necessary under German law to officially effectuate the transfer of ownership.\footnote{Möllendorf (n 121) [34].} The question before the Court of Justice was whether the prohibition to make available to the targeted individual any economic resources precluded the final registration of the sale agreement. If that question were to be answered in the affirmative, the ownership of the property in question would not
be able to transfer to the buyers. As a consequence, the Möllendorf family might come under an obligation to undo the sale agreement and to repay the purchase price.\footnote{124}

To answer this question the Court of Justice considered whether by registration of the sale agreement an economic resource would be made available to the blacklisted person.\footnote{125} The Court started by noting that the expression ‘made available’ has a wide meaning.\footnote{126} It included, according to the Court, all acts necessary to obtain full power over the property concerned.\footnote{127} It concluded that final registration in the Land Register was such an act.\footnote{128} This conclusion was not affected by the fact that before the listing several steps in the property transaction were already taken.\footnote{129} Moreover, the Court found this immediate effect to be consistent with the objective pursued by the regulation, which could not be implemented as effectively if the persons were allowed to complete their transactions.\footnote{130} Finally, the Court found its interpretation also confirmed by the broad and unambiguous terms in the underlying UNSC resolution.\footnote{131} The broad terms of the relevant provision also led the Court to refuse the argument that in effect no economic resource would be made available since an economic balance would be maintained between paying the purchase price and receiving ownership of the immovable property.\footnote{132} In addition, accepting such an argument would,
according to the Court, present the member states with difficult problems of implementation.\textsuperscript{133}

Hence the Court argued primarily from the perspective of effectively sanctioning the targeted individual, rather than from the perspective of avoiding as far as possible adverse effects upon the human rights of the affected sellers of the immovable property. Another illustration thereof is that it held that the application of the measures, as it was done at present, was consistent with the objective of the resolution.\textsuperscript{134} Instead, it could also have considered whether allowing an exception or applying a narrower interpretation would be \textit{inconsistent} with the objective. The Court’s approach, which inevitably leads to a broader scope of application, is essentially similar to the one it took earlier in the \textit{Bosphorus} case.\textsuperscript{135}

Moreover, the Court also held that targeting the buyer of the property falls within the objectives of the sanctions provided for by the resolution.\textsuperscript{136} However, the question before the Court was not whether the measures against the targeted individual himself were within the scope of the resolution. The question was rather whether the resolution, in the pursuance of its objectives, meant to accept that innocent third parties would be adversely affected. The case concerned not the infringement upon the rights of the targeted individual, but the infringement upon the rights of the Möllendorf family. However, the Court did not attempt to construe a meaning specifically tailored to avoiding infringements on their human rights. Instead it applied a broad interpretation, emphasising the need for an efficient and effective implementation of the sanction measures, like it did in the above-discussed cases concerning general economic sanctions.

\textsuperscript{133} Möllendorf (n 121) [58], see also [59]; and \textit{AG Mengozzi in Möllendorf} (n 124) [65] and [72].

\textsuperscript{134} See Möllendorf ibid. [63].

\textsuperscript{135} See \textit{Bosphorus} (CJEU) (n 115) [17].

\textsuperscript{136} Möllendorf (n 121) [57].
Arguably, the relevant UNSC resolution left sufficient room for interpretation for the Court to avoid a conflict of norms and to minimize the infringements placed on the affected individuals’ human rights. However, it chose not to entertain such an interpretation, and eventually concluded that it was for the national court to decide on the conflict that had arisen between the consequences of the regulation under national law and the individuals’ human rights.

The Court of Justice seems to have taken a totally different approach in the subsequently decided M case. Therefore this decision will be discussed in subsection 5.4.1 on narrow interpretations. In the same case, however, domestic courts opted for a broad construction. The situation in the M case was to a certain extent similar to the situation leading to the Möllendorf case. It concerned the wives of men targeted by the 1267 sanction regime. Similar to the Möllendorf family, their rights were being affected for the purpose of an effective implementation of targeted sanctions against another party. A difference is that in the Möllendorf case the affected individuals were not themselves subject to sanctions. They were only affected due to the implementation of targeted sanctions against another individual. Conversely, in the M case, the spouses themselves were directly targeted by the domestic authorities to ensure the effectiveness of the sanction measures imposed against their husbands.

The issue before the courts was whether the social security benefits paid to the spouses were also meant to be covered by that regime, this to avoid the risk of them making available to the targeted individuals any economic resources. The consequence of such interpretation, which was indeed employed by HM Treasury, was that the payment of benefits to the spouses by the Department for Work and Pensions had to be licensed. This meant that they still received those benefits but that these were now controlled as to how they could draw and use
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137 At least, in the subsequent M case, it found sufficient latitude to interpret the relevant provision consistent with the rights of the affected individuals. See infra subsection 5.4.1.
138 See also chapter 7.2.1.1.
139 M v HM Treasury (CJEU) (n 24).
them. Accordingly, their right to private life and respect for property were interfered with.

The case commenced before the UK High Court. That court considered, first, that on the basis of the plain language of the regulation payment of social security benefits clearly falls within the scope of the measures. Second, and more important, according to the Court, was that a narrower interpretation would not provide the relevant UNSC resolution with full and proper effect. The Court found that the language of the resolutions clearly indicated the UNSC’s intention to remove all economic support from the targeted individuals, in order to combat international terrorism and to promote peace, security, and safety. The Court considered these to be public policy objectives of the highest importance. Therefore, the Court established that ‘the prohibitions are deliberately draconian’ and make ‘no exception for any purpose’. The Court of Appeal, subsequently, fully confirmed the High Court’s interpretation.

Accordingly, these domestic courts emphasised the importance of the sanction regime’s effective implementation. Their construction of the meaning of the regime necessarily led to a broad scope of application, and adverse effects on innocent third parties’ enjoyment of their human rights. After these decisions the House of Lords referred the case to the Court of Justice for a preliminary ruling. While the UK High Court and Court of Appeal construed on the basis of the measures’ objective a broad domestic implementation, the Court of Justice, also relying on the objective of the measures, placed a limitation on the

---

141 Ibid. [63].
142 Ibid. [64].
143 Ibid.
144 By using the phrase ‘highest importance’ the Court had already in the interpretation stage of the judgment provided an indication of its assessment of the measures. Still, at that stage it only determined the scope of the sanction regime, and not yet its lawfulness.
145 M v HM Treasury (UK, first instance) (n 140) [64].
146 The Queen (on the application of M, A and MM) v HM Treasury [2007] EWCA Civ 173.
147 R (on the application of M) v HM Treasury [2008] UKHL 26. See discussion in infra subsection 5.4.3.
scope of their implementation. Subsection 5.4.1 will analyse the Court’s narrow construction of the sanctions regime in this case, and will contrast it with its earlier discussed approach in the Möllendorf case.

In conclusion, a teleological approach gives courts significant latitude in construing the meaning of a UNSC resolution. The exact objective of a resolution usually leaves considerable scope for argument.\textsuperscript{148} The present section has illustrated that broad constructions of UNSC resolutions resulted from courts’ emphasis on the interest of maintaining international peace and security. Therewith, the implementation of these sanctions affected a relatively large group of individuals, or certain individuals, to a relatively large extent. The consequence for the court taking such approach is that it could be required, subsequently, to rule on the lawfulness of the domestic implementation of the UNSC resolution concerned. This could mean that it has to decide on the underlying conflict of norms, which is governed by the application of article 103 of the UN Charter. Moreover, since that court has already evidenced an inclination towards the interest of maintaining international peace and security, it would be very difficult, subsequently, for the individuals concerned to convince it of giving precedence to the protection of their human rights when deciding upon the norm conflict.

\textbf{5.4. Creating an Opportunity for Judicial Protection through Interpretation}

When courts employ the latitude inherent in the need for interpretation to construe a narrow meaning of the relevant provisions of a UNSC resolution they could come to the conclusion that the domestic measures adopted in the implementation of that resolution went beyond what that resolution required. As a consequence, the particular domestic implementation affecting certain individuals’ rights is then no longer grounded on an international obligation

\textsuperscript{148} In this respect the opinion of the AG in the Bosphorus case is insightful. \textit{Opinion of Advocate General Jacobs} (n 65) [37] et seqq.
under the UN Charter. Hence courts can engage in a review of an entirely domestic measure. This creates an opportunity for them to secure judicial protection of affected individuals’ human rights and may even result in them obtaining an effective measure of relief. Moreover, the reviewing court is able to avoid having to rule on the underlying conflict of norms, because the obligation created by the UNSC is no longer engaged.

Subsection 5.4.1 will start by considering case law from different courts in which they found the domestic implementation of a UNSC resolution to be too broad. Either the measures went beyond any reasonable understanding of the underlying UNSC resolution, or the court applied a rather narrow construction of the meaning of a resolution. In the latter instance it could not be said that the narrow interpretation followed obviously from the meaning of the resolution. Arguably these courts put effort into arriving at a narrow interpretation, which reduced the infringements upon individuals’ human rights, or even resulted in a measure of relief for the affected individuals. In addition, this subsection will also consider an apparent change of approach by the Court of Justice. In the several cases discussed in the previous section, that court entertained a broad understanding of what was required by the UNSC. In contrast, the present section will discuss a case in which it opted for a narrow interpretation. It will analyse this case against the Court’s earlier case law in order to provide some insight into the reasons for the different approach. After that, subsection 5.4.2 will discuss the technique of presumption of compliance. If not stated otherwise, the meaning of a UNSC resolution will then be presumed to be consistent with the affected individual’s human rights. This may also lead to a narrow interpretation of the resolution concerned. Finally, subsection 5.4.3 will deal with cases in which courts went even further than merely employing a narrow interpretation. They went so far as to the extent that they seemed to have blurred the demarcation between mere interpretation of a resolution and assessment of its lawfulness. This then also resulted in a situation in which the interference with individuals’ human rights caused by the implementation of a resolution was mitigated.
5.4.1. Narrow Interpretation of UNSC Resolutions

This subsection will consider how different courts arrived at an interpretation of a UNSC resolution which was narrower than the one entertained by the domestic authorities implementing that resolution. In such a situation, the domestic implementation is no longer backed by a UNSC resolution. Hence the court can scrutinize the lawfulness of the limitation of an individual’s human right caused by the domestic regulation claiming to implement a resolution. It does not then have to defer to the UNSC resolution, or engage in the hierarchical difficulties arising from article 103 of the UN Charter. Thus a potential conflict of norms is defused and the case can be decided as being entirely within the domestic legal order.

Occasionally domestic authorities have a tendency to interpret UNSC resolutions rather broadly. By this means, they presumably attempt to legitimate domestic policies. Certain purely domestic measures are then claimed to be necessary in order to meet obligations under a UNSC resolution. Courts, when interpreting the resolution concerned, may come to the conclusion that the measures executed against the affected individual were actually not required by that resolution.\(^\text{149}\) In such a situation, the limitation of an individual’s human right cannot be said to be the result of that resolution.

A manifest example of adding measures to the ones prescribed by a UNSC resolution can be found in a case before a Pakistani High Court.\(^\text{150}\) The Pakistani government sought to justify the detention of certain individuals on the basis of them being targeted by the 1267 regime. The Court concluded that the measures taken by the Pakistani government against the targeted individuals were not required by any UNSC resolution.\(^\text{151}\) A relatively modest example of such

\(^\text{149}\) See, for example, the Bosphorus case in which the Court of Justice held that to be able to interpret the EU implementation it also needed to take into account the text and aim of the underlying resolutions. Bosphorus (CJEU) (n 115) [13]-[14].

\(^\text{150}\) Saeed and Others v Government of the Punjab Home Department and Others [2009] No. 6208.

\(^\text{151}\) Ibid. 22, and 24.
practice can be found in a Dutch case. In that case, concerning a foundation that was put on the 1267 blacklist, the public prosecutor requested dissolution of that foundation.\textsuperscript{152} The Court of Appeal considered that dissolution that included, where possible, an adjustment of accounts would in fact constitute an expropriation.\textsuperscript{153} It concluded, without more, that this was not the intention of the sanction measure of freezing the foundation’s assets.\textsuperscript{154}

In most cases it is not immediately obvious whether a court has corrected an overzealous domestic implementation, or whether it has entertained a particularly narrow interpretation of the UNSC resolution concerned. An example thereof can be found in a Dutch case concerning UNSC sanctions against Iran.\textsuperscript{155} The Dutch government, in the implementation of those sanctions,\textsuperscript{156} enacted a regulation that prescribed that it was prohibited to grant Iranian nationals access to certain security-sensitive locations and databases (enumerated in the annex to that regulation).\textsuperscript{157} In addition, it prohibited providing certain specialized education to Iranian nationals, which could contribute to Iran’s proliferation-sensitive activities or the development of nuclear weapon delivery systems, without a license of the Ministry of Education, Culture, and Science.

Several Iranian nationals affected by the regulation filed a complaint before Dutch courts. They invoked the prohibition on discrimination,\textsuperscript{158} arguing that the measures were imposed against one particular group of people only, on the sole

\textsuperscript{152} \textit{OM v Stichting X (Al Haramain)} [2006] LJN: AY0279; NJF 2006/281.  
\textsuperscript{153} Ibid. [3.13].  
\textsuperscript{154} Ibid.  
\textsuperscript{155} \textit{A and Others v The Netherlands} [2010] LJN: BL1862; ILDC 1463 (NL 2010) (Iranian Nationals), and \textit{The Netherlands v A and Others} [2011] LJN: BQ4781 (Iranian Nationals).  
\textsuperscript{156} UNSC Res 1737 (23 December 2006) UN Doc S/Res/1737.  
\textsuperscript{157} Amendment to the Sanction Regulation Iran 2007, DJZ/BR/0588-08, 23 June 2008 (Netherlands) (‘Amendment’) which amended the Sanction Regulation Iran 2007, DJZ/BR/0916-07, 17 October 2007 (Netherlands) (‘Sanction Regulation Iran 2007’).  
\textsuperscript{158} They based their claim on article 1 Dutch Constitution; article 1 of the Twelfth Protocol to the ECHR; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (adopted 16 December 1966, entered into force 23 March 1976) 999 UNTS 171 (ICCPR) article 26; and article 12 EU Treaty. \textit{Iranian Nationals} (first instance) (n 155) [3.2].
basis of them possessing Iranian nationality. In response, the government referred to its obligations under the relevant UNSC resolution. In this resolution the UNSC called upon all states to ‘exercise extra vigilance and prevent specialized teaching or training of Iranian nationals, within their territories or by their nationals, of disciplines which would contribute to Iran’s proliferation sensitive nuclear activities and development of nuclear weapon delivery systems.’

However, the District Court and the Court of Appeal determined that this provision left states a scope of discretion with respect to the implementation of the measures in their domestic legal systems. Whether a resolution was properly implemented had to be judged, according to the Court of Appeal, against the background of the objective the UNSC sought to achieve. It did not regard the domestic authorities to have sufficiently motivated why this objective could by achieved only by making a distinction between Iranian and non-Iranian nationals. Eventually both courts considered the UNSC not to have obliged member states to make a distinction as regards nationality which was not necessary and justified. As a result, the courts could simply engage in a review of the domestic measures against the human rights invoked.

The Dutch Supreme Court subsequently confirmed the lower courts’ interpretation that the resolution did not oblige the Netherlands to make a distinction between Iranian and non-Iranian nationals. In addition, it held that the Netherlands, when implementing the relevant UNSC resolution, was under an obligation to do everything it could to avoid making such a distinction. It derived this obligation to harmonize diverging international obligations from the
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159 Ibid. [4.9]  
160 UNSC Res 1737 (2006) (n 156) [17].  
161 Iranian Nationals (first instance) (n 155) [4.6], and Iranian Nationals (appeal) (n 155) [5.3].  
162 Iranian Nationals (appeal) ibid.  
163 Iranian Nationals (first instance) (n 155) [4.6], and Iranian Nationals (appeal) ibid. [5.4].  
164 Iranian Nationals (first instance) ibid. [4.9]-[4.10].
ECtHR’s ruling in the Nada case, which will be discussed below.\textsuperscript{165} In the present instance, engaging this obligation appears slightly redundant since the Supreme Court had already decided that there was no obligation to make a distinction, and the lower courts indeed arrived at the same result without it.

Still, it might provide an additional justification for the Court’s interpretation, especially since alternative constructions of the relevant provision were possible. If a strictly textual interpretation were applied it would be hard to deny that the resolution literally requires member states to prevent Iranian nationals from following certain specialized teaching or training.\textsuperscript{166} This provision leaves a scope of discretion as regard the latter element only. It is for states themselves to determine which teaching or training would qualify as contributing to ‘Iran’s proliferation sensitive nuclear activities and development of nuclear weapon delivery systems.’\textsuperscript{167} However, the first element of excluding Iranian nationals from such studies appears to be abundantly clear,\textsuperscript{168} and does not seem to leave any scope of discretion. Hence, from the options available, the Dutch courts chose to interpret the relevant provision as leaving states a scope of discretion. This fits with the obligation enunciated by the Supreme Court to interpret the meaning of a UNSC resolution in accordance with a state’s obligations under international human rights law.

The Canadian Federal Court, in the Abdelrazik case, was also able to guarantee the protection of an individual’s human rights by employing a narrow interpretation of an obligation created by the UNSC.\textsuperscript{169} This case concerned a Canadian national, Mr Abdelrazik, who had travelled to Sudan. There he was

\textsuperscript{165} Nada (ECtHR) (n 99) [170]. The Supreme Court, however, appears to have confused the obligation to harmonize as applied in the Nada case with the one formulated in Al-Jedda (ECtHR) (n 31). See on this distinction subsection 5.4.2.

\textsuperscript{166} UNSC Res 1737 (2006) (n 156) [17].

\textsuperscript{167} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{168} See, however, the opinion by Mr Vlas to Iranian Nationals (Supreme Court) (n 17) [2.14]-[2.15].

\textsuperscript{169} Abousfian Abdelrazik v The Minister of Foreign Affairs [2009] 2009 FC 580; ILDC 1332 (CA 2009).
detained twice, during which he was allegedly tortured. After his second period of detention he had recourse to the Canadian embassy. During his stay in Sudan Mr Abdelrazik was put on the 1267 blacklist. This caused Canada to argue that it could not allow him to return from Sudan, because of the travel ban comprised in that regime.

The Canadian Federal Court started by heavily criticising the 1267 sanctions regime.\(^{170}\) This remained, however, largely \emph{obiter dictum}. Eventually it decided the case by engaging in an interpretation of the relevant UNSC resolution. This led it to conclude that Mr Abdelrazik’s return would not constitute a violation of the resolution. The Court could provide him a measure of relief by entertaining an interpretation which was narrower than the one entertained by the Canadian government. For at least part of this interpretation the Court could rely on a convincing literal understanding of the relevant provision.\(^{171}\) It did not have to engage in ‘interpretative gymnastics’.\(^{172}\) Yet in respect of one element, the Court seemed to have touched upon the boundaries of mere interpretation, arguably for the benefit of human rights protection.

First, the element of rather uncontroversial interpretation concerned the meaning of the notion of territory. Since the resolution spoke only of preventing the entry into or transit through territory, the issue was whether ‘territory’ was meant to include airspace. The Canadian government was of the opinion that it did. It argued that since Mr Abdelrazik had to fly through foreign airspace in order to return to Canada, Canada’s assistance to that effect would constitute a breach of the travel ban.\(^{173}\) Referring to the Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation, the Court concluded that ‘airspace is above territory, not a part of it.’\(^{174}\)

\(^{170}\) Ibid. [51] and [53].


\(^{172}\) Ibid.

\(^{173}\) Abdelrazik (n 169) [122].

\(^{174}\) Ibid. [124].
The Court found this interpretation to be confirmed by Canada’s own report to the UNSC on the measures it took to implement the 1267 sanctions regime.\footnote{Ibid. [126].}

In a further foundation of its construction of the resolution’s meaning, the Court also relied on the principle of effectiveness and the object and purpose of the sanctions regime. Herein it found a confirmation of its interpretation of the measures.\footnote{Ibid. [127].} The travel ban makes an exception for the state’s own nationals.\footnote{UNSC Res 1390 (2002) (n 122) [2(b)].}

So, by arguing that targeted individuals were not allowed to travel over the territory or airspace of other countries, as Canada did, the exception to the travel ban for its own nationals would become meaningless. It would take effect only when such individual would actually be located at the country’s border crossing.\footnote{Abdelrazik (n 169) [127].} Such interpretation, according to the Court, would lead to a nonsensical result, and could not have been the intention of the drafters.\footnote{Ibid.}

Moreover, the Court found its own interpretation, which would allow Mr Abdelrazik to return to Canada, to be consistent with the objective of the travel ban. According to the Court, Mr Abdelrazik, when in Canada, would be just as much prevented from travelling to other countries to raise funds and arms and spread terrorism than when he would be in Sudan.\footnote{Ibid. [162].}

The Federal Court did not only correct an overtly broad interpretation by the Canadian government, but it also went a bit further than that, in narrowing down the resolution’s scope of application. It pushed the method of interpretation to its limits when it engaged in an assessment of the possible exceptions to the sanctions. Canada had argued that it could not provide Mr Abdelrazik with any financial assistance for his return to Canada because that would be in violation of the prohibition to make available to him any funds.\footnote{Ibid. [129].} The Court, however, found
the fulfilment of a ‘judicial process’ to constitute an exception to that prohibition.182

However, the relevant resolution mentions the possibility for such an exception with regard to the travel ban only.183 Moreover, the guidelines of the Sanctions Committee unequivocally state that when an individual obtains an exemption from the travel ban he remains subject to the other sanction measures.184 Accordingly, the Court applied a rather broad understanding of the exceptions to the sanction measures,185 which led to a narrow application of these measures.

The Court’s approach, which was quite bold in some respects, might have been infused by its impatience with, or possibly even a lack of confidence in, the Canadian government in this particular case. This was illustrated by the requirement that Mr Abdelrazik upon arrival must present himself before the Court in order for it to be sure that he in fact returned to Canada.186 Whatever the Court’s rationale was, what is relevant for the present chapter is that the result of its interpretation was that it did not have to rule on a conflict of norms. In addition, its narrow interpretation of the application of the resolution, partly due to its broad interpretation of the exceptions to that application, made it possible to limit the infringements on Mr Abdelrazik’s human rights, and eventually even to grant him a form of relief.

182 Ibid.
185 In addition, the Court also employed an extensive interpretation of the notion ‘judicial process’, ‘so as to include measures of execution ordered by the court.’ Tzanakopoulos 2010 (n 183) 254.
186 Abdelrazik (n 169) [167].
The Court of Justice’s decision in the M case had a similar effect. In this regard it differed from several other cases decided by this court, which were discussed earlier in section 5.3. In those cases the Court of Justice, due to its emphasis on the need for an effective implementation of sanction measures, arrived at a broad understanding of the meaning of those measures. Conversely, in a preliminary ruling in the M case, it entertained a narrow construction of the UNSC resolution underlying the impugned EU regulation. That case concerned measures against the spouses of individuals targeted by the 1267 sanctions regime. The issue was whether the social security benefits paid to them were meant to be covered by that regime as well, this to avoid the risk of them making available any economic resources to the targeted individuals. The case was discussed also in section 5.3 because the UK High Court\(^ {187} \) and Court of Appeal\(^ {188} \) essentially confirmed this broad understanding, and endorsed HM Treasury’s interpretation of the sanctions regime. The House of Lords and the Court of Justice, however, arrived at a narrower interpretation.\(^ {189} \)

Arguing from the objective of the sanctions measures,\(^ {190} \) these courts did not see how social benefits paid to the spouse of the targeted individual, which are fixed at a level intended to meet only the strictly vital needs of the persons concerned, could be diverted in order to support terrorist activities.\(^ {191} \) Moreover, they did not consider that the benefit in kind that a designated person might indirectly derive from the social payments made to his spouse could compromise the objective pursued by the sanction measures.\(^ {192} \) Therefore they found the intrusive regime

\(^{187}\) M v HM Treasury (UK, first instance) (n 140).

\(^{188}\) M v HM Treasury (UK, appeal) (n 146).

\(^{189}\) The House of Lords did not actually decide upon the case: it only wrote a report in relation to the preliminary ruling it sought from the Court of Justice. Still, this report left no doubt about the House of Lords’ position in this case. M v HM Treasury (UKHL) (n 147).

\(^{190}\) According to the Court of Justice, a textual interpretation of the EU Regulation (as well as of the UNSC resolution) was not conclusive – because the literal meaning of the wording in the different languages was inconsistent. Therefore, it considered the objective of the regulation as being decisive. M v HM Treasury (CJEU) (n 24) [49], [56].

\(^{191}\) M v HM Treasury (UKHL) (n 147) [12]; M v HM Treasury (CJEU) ibid. [61] and [69].

\(^{192}\) M v HM Treasury (UKHL) ibid. [13]; M v HM Treasury (CJEU) ibid. [62].
constructed by HM Treasury not to be required to give effect to the purpose of the UNSC resolution.

The Court of Justice concluded that the measures must apply only to those resources that can be used to support terrorist activities.\(^{193}\) It arrived at this conclusion despite the fact that, as was noted earlier by other courts,\(^{194}\) the measures did not foresee any exception. However, the Court did not invoke an exception: instead it relied on the objective of the resolution to confine the scope of its application.\(^{195}\) This approach is different from the Court’s approach in the Möllendorf case, which also concerned a third party who was adversely affected by the targeted sanctions addressed to others. As was explained earlier,\(^{196}\) in this case the Court of Justice, equally relying on the objective of the sanction measures, arrived at a broad construction of the prohibition to make available economic resources.\(^{197}\) That construction was the result of the Court’s inclination towards securing an efficient and effective implementation of the sanction measures.\(^{198}\) Hence in both cases the Court relied on the objective of the measures to interpret their meaning, but the consequences for the individuals concerned were rather different.

The Court’s different perspective in the M case might be explained by it attributing higher importance in that case to the protection of the human rights of innocent third parties. An alternative reason might have been the fact that in the M case the domestic measures were specifically taken against the spouses themselves, in order to be able to target more effectively the listed men. In the Möllendorf case, however, the measures were meant to target directly a designated individual, but in their application they had an incidental adverse

\(^{193}\) M v HM Treasury (CJEU) ibid. [56].
\(^{194}\) See M v HM Treasury (UK, first instance) (n 140) [64]; M v HM Treasury (UK, appeal) (n 146) [17]. See similarly Othman (UK) (n 71) [51]; and also AG Mengozzi in Möllendorf (n 124) [69].
\(^{195}\) See M v HM Treasury (CJEU) (n 24) [57].
\(^{196}\) See section 5.3.
\(^{197}\) See discussion in subsection 5.2.2.
\(^{198}\) See, for example, Möllendorf (n 121) [58] and [63].
effect on a third party. Accordingly, while the measures in the $M$ case might be qualified as a too broad domestic implementation, in the Möllendorf case they might be regarded as an indirect effect of the targeted sanctions, possibly foreseen and accepted by the UNSC itself.

Also, AG Mengozzi, who wrote the opinion in both cases, changed his approach towards a more friendly interpretation for the individuals affected. In the Möllendorf case he considered that it was not justified to make a difference between resources that do enable targeted individuals to obtain funds, goods, or services, and those that do not.\(^\text{199}\) Moreover, he found the economic value of the resource to be irrelevant, since it was the making available of property as such that was prohibited.\(^\text{200}\) However, in the $M$ case he made an exception for social security benefits. He considered that the scope of the measures’ application depended on their objective.\(^\text{201}\) Notwithstanding his reasoning in the Möllendorf case, he thought that the modest sum involved in the present case did not create a risk that the targeted individual would obtain funds, goods, or services which he could use for the funding of terrorist activities.\(^\text{202}\) Accordingly, while the AG’s approach was very principled in the Möllendorf case, he adopted a more pragmatic approach in the $M$ case, which left room to take into account the significance of the economic resources concerned.

The cases discussed in this subsection have illustrated the opportunities with which the exercise of interpretation provides courts. They can entertain a construction of the meaning of measures imposed by the UNSC resolution which results in an avoidance of a conflict of norms. This takes away a potential hindrance for them to secure the protection of affected individuals’ human rights.

\(^{199}\) AG Mengozzi in Möllendorf (n 124) [66], see also [67].
\(^{200}\) Ibid. [71].
\(^{201}\) Case C-340/08 M (FC) and Others v HM Treasury (Opinion of Advocate General Mengozzi) [2010] ECR I-03913 [88].
\(^{202}\) Ibid. [96]-[97].
These individuals might even be directly released from the measure’s application due to courts’ narrow understanding of what is required by the UNSC.

5.4.2. Presumption of Compliance

The presumption of compliance is an interpretative technique which is also likely to result in a narrow construction of the obligations under a UNSC resolution. There is a strong presumption against normative conflict in international law. From this perspective, courts may presume that a state’s obligations under one international instrument were not intended to be in conflict with obligations under another. In the context of treaty law, some support for this approach can be found in the general rule on interpretation contained in the VCLT. That rule states that for the purpose of interpretation of the meaning of a treaty, ‘any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the parties’ shall be taken into account, together with the context. Alternatively, the principle of effectiveness could be regarded as requiring an interpretation of treaties which is not in contrast with superior norms of international law. Similarly, in relation to obligations created by UNSC resolutions, it is argued that, if not stated otherwise, courts should interpret UNSC resolutions to the effect that it was not the intention of the UNSC to deviate from relevant rules of international law, such as human rights norms. Sir Rodley, in his individual (concurring) opinion to the HRC’s view on the Sayadi and Vinck case, formulated a similar interpretative principle.

---

204 VCLT (n 17) article 31.
205 Ibid. article 31 (3) (c).
206 Herdegen 2010 (n 34) [31]. Thus, according to him, ‘it may generally be presumed that an agreement does not purport to violate ius cogens.’ Ibid.
207 Alvarez 2003 (n 34) 135-137. See similarly Tzanakopoulos 2011 (n 1) 118, 120.
Essentially the ECtHR followed the same approach in its decision in the *Al-Jedda* case.\(^{209}\) There the Court presumed that obligations created by the UNSC are not intended to be in conflict with fundamental principles of human rights.\(^{210}\) It construed this presumption by interpreting the resolution concerned in the context of the UN Charter. The Charter holds that the UNSC ‘shall discharge its duties in accordance with the Purposes and Principles of the United Nations.’\(^{211}\) The Court established that in addition to maintaining international peace and security, the purposes of the UN include encouraging respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms as well.\(^{212}\) From this it derived that there must be a presumption that the UNSC does not intend states to take measures that would result in a breach of their obligations under international human rights law.\(^{213}\) Hence the Court determined that when the meaning of a particular provision is unclear, the interpretation that harmonizes the obligation created by the UNSC most with the states’ obligations under international human rights law must be followed. It added, however, that the presumption could be rebutted when the UNSC uses clear and explicit language to that effect.\(^{214}\)

In the *Al-Jedda* case, a letter annexed to the relevant UNSC resolution explicitly mentioned internment as one of the options for the MNF to counter on-going threats to the security of Iraq.\(^{215}\) Even so, the ECtHR found the resolution not to provide a legal basis for Mr Al-Jedda’s internment. The Court’s arguments for this conclusion were that the resolution itself did not refer to the possibility of internment; the preamble to the resolution phrased the commitment of all forces to act in accordance with international law, which would include the ECHR; and the UN Secretary General (SG) explicitly condemned the use of security

\(^{209}\) *Al-Jedda* (ECtHR) (n 31).
\(^{210}\) Ibid. [102].
\(^{211}\) UN Charter (n 87) article 24 (2).
\(^{212}\) Ibid. article 1 (1), and (3) in conjunction with articles 55 and 56. See *Al-Jedda* (ECtHR) (n 31) [102].
\(^{213}\) *Al-Jedda* ibid.
\(^{214}\) Ibid.
\(^{215}\) UNSC Res 1546 (8 June 2004) UN Doc S/Res/1546. The annexed letter of US Secretary of State Colin Powell refers to ‘internment where this is necessary for imperative reasons of security’.
internment by the MNF in Iraq. Therefore, the Court established that the impugned UNSC resolution did not explicitly or implicitly require the United Kingdom to put individuals who are regarded as posing a risk to the security of Iraq into ‘indefinite detention without charge.’ As a consequence, the Court found no conflict to exist between the UK’s obligations under the UNSC resolution and the ECHR.

This interpretation is in full contrast with the House of Lords’ earlier finding in the same case. Contrary to that court’s approach, the ECtHR interpreted the conflict as an intra-regime conflict which had to be resolved within the context of the UN’s legal system itself, instead of an inter-regime conflict between the different legal instruments. Essentially it interpreted human rights protection within the UN context as being synonymous with observance of obligations under the ECHR. In this sense it incorporated the human rights under the ECHR into the UN Charter. By taking this broader perspective, the objectives pursued by international human rights treaties are, in principle, not in conflict with the objectives the UN seeks to pursue.

As was mentioned, the presumption of compliance can be rebutted when the UNSC uses sufficiently clear and explicit language to that effect. It could be said that it is then for the UNSC to squarely confront what it is doing and to accept the political cost of superseding international human rights. In the Al-Jedda case, the Court employed a very strong presumption, which appeared to be not easily rebutted. The Court considered even the explicit referral to the option of
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216 Al-Jedda (ECtHR) (n 31) [105]-[106].
217 Ibid. [109].
218 Ibid.
219 See supra section 5.3.
220 By way of analogy with the concept of parliamentary sovereignty as applied in the UK: see, for example, HM Treasury v Mohammed Jabar Ahmed and others [2010] UKSC 2 & UKSC 5; ILDC 1533 (UK 2010) (Ahmed) [111], [193] and [240]. See also chapter 6.4.1.
internment in the letter annexed to the relevant resolution as not sufficient to rebut the presumption.\textsuperscript{222}

In the subsequent \textit{Nada} case, however, the ECtHR found a rebuttal of the presumption.\textsuperscript{223} The case concerned an individual who was subject to the UNSC’s targeted sanctions.\textsuperscript{224} The Court found that the UNSC used clear and explicit language when it imposed an obligation upon states to take measures that were capable of breaching individuals’ human rights.\textsuperscript{225} However it did not consider what would be the effect of that rebuttal. It simply continued by examining whether the obligation created by the UNSC left sufficient scope for Switzerland to implement that obligation in accordance with the obligations under the ECHR.\textsuperscript{226}

Moreover, it added an obligation upon Switzerland to harmonize as far as possible both obligations. This appears to be a different obligation to harmonize than the one entertained earlier in the \textit{Al-Jedda} case. In that case the Court held that the interpretation of a UNSC resolution that is most in harmony with states’ obligations under the Convention must be followed.\textsuperscript{227} The present instance, however, concerned an obligation upon Switzerland to adapt the implementation of the obligation created by the UNSC, as far as possible, to Mr Nada’s individual situation. This is not a matter of interpretation. Rather, it puts an obligation of conduct upon Switzerland when implementing UNSC resolutions. Eventually the Court found that Switzerland had not sufficiently taken into account the realities of the particular case when it applied the travel ban to Mr Nada.\textsuperscript{228}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{222} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{223} \textit{Nada} (ECtHR) (n 99) [172].
\item \textsuperscript{224} For a further detailed description of the circumstances of the case see chapters 4.3.3.2 and 4.4.1.
\item \textsuperscript{225} \textit{Nada} (ECtHR) (n 99) [172].
\item \textsuperscript{226} Ibid. [176]-[180].
\item \textsuperscript{227} \textit{Al-Jedda} (ECtHR) (n 31) [102].
\item \textsuperscript{228} \textit{Nada} (ECtHR) (n 99) [195]-[196].
\end{itemize}
The Court concluded that by arriving at the finding that it did, it was dispensed from determining the question of hierarchy between an obligation created by the UNSC and an obligation under the Convention.\(^{229}\) Hence it remains unclear what the Court actually considers to be the effect of a rebuttal. Employing \textit{a contrario} reasoning, it must mean that obligations under a UNSC resolution would prevail over the ECHR if the UNSC intends it to have that effect. However, whether that is what the Court has in mind remains, for the moment, a product of scholarly interpretation.\(^{230}\)

What is clear is that the seemingly high threshold posed in the \textit{Al-Jedda} case appeared not to be as stringently applied as expected. In the \textit{Nada} case the Court did not invoke particularly strong evidence of the UNSC’s intention to override international human rights. Nowhere in the provision relied on by the Court did the UNSC explicitly consider how the measures should relate to states’ obligations under international human rights law.\(^{231}\) It merely imposes a clear obligation to implement the impugned sanction.\(^{232}\) Hence the presumption was rebutted by implication only. Another provision referred to by the Court concerned the position of international agreements in general, and was not specifically tailored to international human rights law.\(^{233}\) Moreover, that provision was part of a resolution that was enacted long before the adoption of the sanction measures at issue.\(^{234}\) If the Court had instead considered the preamble of a resolution that was subsequently adopted, then it might have come to a different conclusion. This preamble holds that “[s]tates must ensure that any measures taken to combat terrorism comply with all their obligations under

\(^{229}\) Ibid. [197].
\(^{230}\) See, for example, Milanovic 2012 (n 221) 138.
\(^{231}\) \textit{Nada} (ECtHR) (n 99) [172].
\(^{232}\) UNSC Res 1390 (2002) (n 122) [2b].
\(^{233}\) \textit{Nada} (ECtHR) (n 99) [172]. See UNSC Res 1267 (1999) (n 122) [7].
\(^{234}\) The travel ban in this sanctions regime was first adopted in resolution UNSC Res 1390 (2002) (n 122) [2b].
international law, and should adopt such measures in accordance with international law, in particular international human rights law’.  

5.4.3. Beyond Interpretation?
The distinction between interpretation and assessment of lawfulness is not always clear-cut. In principle, the former concerns the construction of a provision’s meaning, in general, and the latter concerns an assessment of the lawfulness of applying that provision, as interpreted by the court, to a specific situation. However, the fine line between these two successive steps might blur, even to the extent that both steps appear to have blended into one. In this way courts may stretch the latitude they have for interpretation to its limits. Occasionally they make the outcome of a resolution’s interpretation dependent on their assessment of the lawfulness of that outcome.

For example, some interpretative considerations in the M case seem to have been the result of not only the construction of the relevant resolution’s meaning, but also the review of lawfulness thereof. This can be illustrated by the arguments used by the House of Lords in its request to the Court of Justice for a preliminary ruling. The question was whether the implementation of restrictive measures against spouses of individuals targeted by the 1267 regime was required by the EU regulation implementing that UNSC targeted sanctions regime. The House of Lords argued that an interpretation to such effect produced ‘a disproportionate and oppressive result’. Moreover, such construction would constitute, according to the Court, ‘an extraordinary invasion of the privacy of someone who is not a listed person.’ Therewith, the House of Lords clearly linked the determination of the correct interpretation of the relevant provision to the

237 M v HM Treasury (UKHL) (n 147) [15].
238 Ibid.
lawfulness of the result of that interpretation in a particular instance. Hence the provision’s scope of application was demarcated not by an interpretation of its own wording, but by a countervailing obligation.

Quite a sweeping example of such an approach can be found in the decision of the UK High Court in the *Othman* case, which concerned an individual whose assets were frozen pursuant to the targeted sanctions imposed against him.\(^{239}\) The Court first interpreted the EU regulation implementing the UNSC targeted sanctions regime.\(^{240}\) It found the language of the regulation clear and exceedingly wide.\(^{241}\) Moreover, to secure the measures’ effectiveness in achieving their objective, the Court held that they were intended to cover all sorts of payments.\(^{242}\) Accordingly the Court found, on the basis of the language and purpose of the regulation, that it did not exclude any resource.\(^{243}\)

Albeit with the clear and drastic results of its interpretation, the High Court created some latitude to make a correction to the harsh outcomes. It quite boldly considered that it would read down the relevant regulation in order to secure the targeted individual’s bare necessities of life.\(^{244}\) Moreover, it found that the individual’s family must suffer no more hardship than was reasonably necessary as a consequence of the implementation of the sanction measures.\(^{245}\) Hence, under the heading of interpretation, the High Court indicated what it thought were the boundaries of a lawful limitation of the individual’s human rights. Because of the safeguards it included in its interpretation of the regulation, it did not feel compelled to engage in a discussion on the applicability of the ECHR’s

\(^{239}\) *Othman* (UK) (n 71).


\(^{241}\) *Othman* (UK) (n 71) [45], [51].

\(^{242}\) Ibid. [45].

\(^{243}\) Ibid. [45], [51].

\(^{244}\) Ibid. [57], [60].

\(^{245}\) Ibid. [60].
provision on the prohibition on torture and inhumane treatment to the present situation.246

Examples in other cases in which mere interpretation converged with (a beginning of) an assessment of lawfulness of a limitation on individuals’ human rights are somewhat more subtle. Especially when applying a teleological method of interpretation, a court may carefully obfuscate a strict distinction between the two. It may regard it, for example, beyond the intention of the drafters of a resolution that an unlawful limitation is placed on certain individuals’ human rights. This approach, which bears some similarity to the earlier discussed presumption of compliance,247 seems to have been followed by the Irish High Court in the Bosphorus case.248 This case concerned the Turkish airline company, Bosphorus, which had leased an aircraft from a Yugoslav company. Irish authorities subsequently impounded this aircraft in order to implement the sanction measures imposed by the UNSC against the FRY. Under these circumstances, the Court regarded Bosphorus as an innocent victim of the sanctions regime.249

The Irish Court first held that it was clear that the measures were intended to sanction the people or government of the FRY.250 However, it found it equally clear that these measures were not intended to punish or penalise innocent third parties.251 Therefore, according to the Court, they could not have intended to cause any hardship to those third parties other than what would necessarily result from the application of the sanctions to the targeted state.252 It added that the

246 Ibid. [65].
247 The difference is that with the approach of presumption of compliance, the presumption is that the decision-maker would not create an obligation, in general, which is in conflict with another obligation. Conversely, the basis of the presumed intention of the decision-maker in the present discussion is grounded on the object and purpose of the particular instrument.
248 Bosphorus (IRL, first instance) (n 62).
249 Ibid. [9], [18].
250 Ibid. [16].
251 Ibid.
252 Ibid.
hardship suffered by innocent parties should not be disproportionate to the sanction sought to be imposed on the targeted state.²⁵³

By this approach the Court limited the construction of the measures’ scope of application to what it would regard as constituting an unnecessary adverse effect upon innocent parties.²⁵⁴ Therewith, it seems to have inserted a proportionality assessment in the exercise of interpretation. Eventually the Court concluded that the aircraft did not fall within the meaning of the resolution,²⁵⁵ because that ‘would constitute a wholly unwarranted intervention in the business of Bosphorus.’²⁵⁶

A somewhat similar approach, in which the interpretation of a sanction measure depended on the reasonableness of the outcome of that interpretation in a specific situation, can be found in the Crna Gora case.²⁵⁷ In that case a Dutch court considered the cargo that was unloaded from a ship that was impounded pursuant to the sanctions against the FRY to be neutral. Therefore this cargo did not fall, according to the Court, within the meaning of the sanctions regime. It grounded this conclusion at least partly on the basis of the consideration that the interested third parties, who were stakeholders of the cargo, did not know and could not have known that the cargo was going to be shipped by a ship owned by a company from the FRY.²⁵⁸ Accordingly, the exercise of establishing a provision’s meaning, in general, was influenced by the effect of such a construction on the parties concerned.

This subsection has evidenced courts employing elements of assessment of lawfulness in the construction of the meaning of a UNSC resolution. Similar to the earlier discussed interpretative approaches, this approach enabled these
courts to provide the affected individuals a measure of relief, without having to address the potentially underlying norm conflict. In addition, by the present approach these courts indicated what they thought were the boundaries of a lawful implementation. The apparently more neutral exercise of construing the meaning of a resolution was applied to comment on the lawfulness of that resolution.\footnote{Cf. Schermers and Blokker 2011 (n 3) [1353].} What is more, the exercise of interpretation was arguably used to obfuscate the fact that they were actually modifying the scope of a resolution’s application, in order to be able to limit the infringements on individuals’ human rights.

\textbf{5.5. Conclusion}

Before courts are able to engage in an assessment of the lawfulness of a domestic measure implementing a UNSC resolution, they first need to determine the meaning of that measure. In that exercise they often examine the scope and content of the underlying resolution as well. They may seek to establish whether, and to what extent, the domestic measures are indeed required by that resolution. At first sight, the exercise of interpretation appears primarily as a neutral determination of the meaning of a resolution, as if it were an exercise of mere textual exegesis. This somewhat inconspicuous appearance could be the reason for some courts to prefer to solve or avoid (potential) conflicts of norms by means of interpretation. Arguably, this is a less controversial exercise for courts to engage in than review of the lawfulness of domestic measures implementing UNSC resolutions that leave no or limited scope of discretion. In the latter instance, courts would indirectly review the lawfulness of the underlying UNSC resolution.\footnote{See chapter 2.2.2.} Many of them would not regard themselves competent to engage in such review,\footnote{See also Schermers and Blokker 2011 (n 3) [1353].} and they resort to different ways to avoid it. The exercise of interpretation allows them to arrive at the preferred result without having to articulate their stance, for example, on a hierarchy of norms.
Essentially, interpretation entails a choice between several possible meanings of a text.\(^{262}\) Hence, whether a conflict of norms is indeed avoided is to a certain extent a matter of preference.\(^{263}\) This opportunity follows from the fact that all UNSC resolutions leave room for interpretation. Such latitude is inherent in the use of language, and is extended by the use of open-ended and ambiguous terminology. Courts may engage in interpretation through several methods of interpretation, which could lead to different outcomes. By choosing a method that results in an interpretation that is consistent with (apparently) conflicting obligations under international human rights law, courts are able to avoid having to address such conflict. This grants them a possibility to secure judicial protection of the affected individuals’ human rights. At the same time, they might even afford the individuals a measure of relief. For instance, a court may determine that the UNSC resolution which the domestic authorities claimed to implement did not intend to cover the individual concerned. Such a finding can be arrived at either because the domestic regulations implementing the resolution obviously went further than the resolution itself meant to go, or because the court employed a particularly narrow construction of the resolution. The latter may even go so far as reading limitations into a resolution which are not literally in the text. Such a practice may blur the boundary between mere interpretation and assessment of lawfulness.

In international law there is a strong presumption against normative conflict.\(^{264}\) One of the consequences of this presumption is that in the case of ambiguous terminology, the interpretation that avoids a conflict with another international norm is to be preferred.\(^{265}\) A special emanation of this principle, which the ECtHR applies in the context of interpreting UNSC decisions, is the presumption that the UNSC does not have the intention of creating obligations upon states that would be in conflict with their obligations under international human rights

\(^{262}\) See Kelsen 1992 (n 6) 80 et seqq.
\(^{263}\) See also ILC ‘Fragmentation of International Law’ (n 203) [42].
\(^{264}\) Ibid. [37]; Pauwelyn 2003 (n 203) 240.
\(^{265}\) See Pauwelyn ibid. 240-241.
law. The Court first formulated this presumption in the *Al-Jedda* case. There it considered that the UN Charter mentions that promoting and encouraging respect for human rights is one of the purposes of the UN, in addition to maintaining international peace and security. From that it inferred that unless the UNSC clearly and explicitly states so, it cannot be presumed to have had the intention of overriding international human rights. Accordingly, if the presumption is not rebutted, the obligation created by the UNSC must be interpreted in harmony with the obligations under the ECHR. In principle, this interpretative technique might prove to create an effective opportunity for the judicial protection of international human rights. It could be expected that the members of the UNSC cannot readily agree on the explicit language required to set aside international human rights law. However, in the *Nada* case, the Court accepted a rebuttal of the presumption on the basis of weak and indirect indications of the UNSC’s intention to override international human rights. Therewith it appears to have given away much of the technique’s potential for securing judicial protection.

The will to harmonize does not always seem to be present. From the several potential results of interpretation, courts may and must choose the result they deem fit for the purpose they seek to achieve. Hence, when engaging in the exercise of interpretation, courts are almost unavoidably also making a value assessment. For example, by placing the emphasis on the effectiveness of a measure, a court is more likely to arrive at a broad construction of the relevant UNSC resolution. This might be motivated by a court’s inclination towards the interest of guaranteeing international peace and security, for which it deems an effective operation of the UNSC resolution necessary. Instead of avoiding a conflict of norms by mere interpretation, this approach will contribute to the articulation of such conflict, requiring the court eventually to decide on it.

---
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Moreover, even though such a finding is without prejudice to that court’s subsequent decision on the lawfulness of the measures in a particular case, it does accept the consequence that the impugned implementation potentially affects the human rights of a larger group of individuals, or of certain individuals to a larger extent. Individuals affected by a broad application based on the argument of effective implementation, subsequently, have the burden of proving that application of the measures in their particular case is unjustified or unlawful. They need to argue why protection of their human rights should prevail over an effective application of the sanctions. Such an approach may be explained by a court’s inclination towards the interest of maintenance of international peace and security.

Conversely, a court’s predilection for the protection of human rights might result in a narrow interpretation. A court could be inclined to read into a resolution terms or conditions that are not literally present in the instrument’s text, but which result in avoiding, as far as possible, interferences with individuals’ human rights guarantees. Still, this approach could also be accounted for by a court’s wish to avoid having to rule on a conflict of norms, or simply by its conviction that it is entertaining the ‘right’ interpretation.

What is clear, however, is that certain approaches towards interpretation constitute an opportunity for individuals affected by the implementation of UNSC action to obtain judicial protection of their human rights. These approaches may also have the effect of limiting the infringements upon individuals’ human rights, or even affording them a measure of relief. Other approaches discard this opportunity and confirm, or even add to, the challenges posed to the judicial protection of human rights against decisions of the UNSC.

---

268 A notable exception is the High Court in Othman (UK) (n 71). The Court first arrives at a broad interpretation but then corrects this by reading some human rights guarantees into the resolution.
It should, however, be noted that a court’s particular interpretation cannot absolve a state from its obligations under the relevant UNSC resolution. A court may entertain an interpretation that effectively results in a violation by the state of an obligation created by the UNSC. Moreover, with regard to the targeted sanctions, even if a court is able, by employing a narrow interpretation, to release the targeted individual from the domestic application of the sanctions, that individual will remain on the UNSC blacklist. Hence at most, a court could provide such directly targeted individuals with a measure of relief that is limited to their own legal order. The same is true for relief granted on the basis of a dualist approach, which will be discussed in the subsequent chapter.